Key Stage 4 Enterprise and Marketing Curriculum
Overall curriculum intent for year 10 & 11: The aim of the Enterprise and Marketing OCR National is to develop applied knowledge and practical skills in enterprise and
marketing. It is designed with both practical and theoretical elements, which will prepare students for further study of qualifications in enterprise, marketing or business.
Students will get a great deal of benefit from this course as it will enable them to develop independent working skills and the ability to meet deadlines. They will get the
confidence of knowing they can present their findings to adults that they do not fully know, and they will learn how to solve problems. These are all the things that will
prepare them for the working world.
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Literacy – Reading:
summarising the key points
from texts; seeking evidence
in a text to support a point
of view; learning the
meaning of key business
terminology
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Writing – Producing
advertising and promotional
materials using persuasive
writing. Developing
presentation pitches to
encompass ideas and to
encourage people to invest.

Spoken – discussion on
pitching and how to carry
out effective ones. The
importance of tone and
clarity of voice is
discussed.

Reading – revision
materials created using
notes from textbooks,
student exercise books
and internet revision
sites.

Links to finance and looking at
the most suitable sources of
finance. Use of cash flow
Pricing and profit calculated in
the coursework using
formulas.
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explain their business
pitch. Need to explain
their calculations.
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covered previously on
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remember formulas,
calculate using division
and multiplication.
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Resources are differentiated to support learners.
Assessment criteria is reworded to make the task easier to understand. Use of examples (exemplar material) shown to see the detail needed.
Cannot use writing frames but supporting sentence structure with connective words to encourage development of sentences.
Examiners reports used to show top, middle and low scoring answers. Use of videos to explain hard to understand terms and the use of local
examples to increase understanding.
Key words published and shared with displays allowing words to be commonplace in a student’s time in the lesson.
Do now activities at the start of lesson to recap on previous topics.
Use of strategies to push deeper thinking. Questioning is developed so students look beyond a basic example.
Specific Stretch challenge:
LO2 –
To be able to calculate totals costs for an increased level of output
To be able to calculate revenue for different time periods than given; per month, if given weekly figures, for example.
To be able to re-work the formula for profit to calculate other figures (if given profit and revenue, being able to calculate total costs, for example).
Produce a break-even graph using given figures.
A focus on expanding writing by use of mark schemes to show how top grades are achieved.
To review work and to look at how it can be improved further. Why, where, what, how questioning used to push the answer further especially in
coursework.

